When she was little, Captain Marvel gave Monica Rambeau the nickname **LIEUTENANT TROUBLE**. Now that she's all grown up, Monica is part of S.A.B.E.R. (Strategic Aerospace, Biophysics and Exolinguistic Response) and gets to live her dream of working in space every day with life-forms from all over the galaxy. Monica also has special powers! She can manipulate light energy.
Every time Monica goes into space, it's like she's seeing it for the first time.
Meanwhile, **Captain Marvel** is analyzing a similar anomaly on another planet. Before she was known as Captain Marvel, she was an Air Force pilot named **Carol Danvers**. Now Captain Marvel works with Nick Fury and explores space, making sure it’s safe and peaceful.
Captain Marvel is convinced that the Kree are up to something, which is why she’s checking out a strange reading in system MB-418—with her companion, Goose, at her side, of course. Captain Marvel discovers that the reading indicates a jump point on the planet.
**MS. MARVEL**

**KAMALA** is a teenage Super Hero living in Jersey City with her family—and she’s a big fan of Captain Marvel. Kamala has super-powers of her own and is known as **MS. MARVEL**. She can create solid objects of light. This is called hardlight.
A voice echoes in her suit. "Rambeau? Rambeau! Come in!"

As Ms. Marvel flies through space, she gets a closer look at who is trying to connect. It’s **NICK FURY!**
GOOSE has been traversing the galaxy with Captain Marvel. Even though she looks like a cat, Goose is really an alien called a FLERKEN! Goose holds a pocket dimension that's big enough to let her swallow almost anything, including Kree soldiers.
WORD SEARCH

Find these names in the word search below! Remember, they may be hidden forward, backward, up, or down.
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The Marvels Now Streaming on Disney+
Help Ms. Marvel get to Goose, but watch out for the Kree!
Make your own drawing of Goose!
Use the grid as a guide.